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HEALTH TRUST

REPORT CARD
The Rensselaer-Columbia-Greene Health Insurance Trust—
Bringing the Power of 23 Districts Together

Health care is complicated and it’s not getting
any simpler—or any less expensive. In the old

The RCG Health Insurance Trust’s

days, you could select a benefit plan and it

Mission: “To benefit member Districts

basically took care of itself. Those days are long

by providing access to comprehensive,

gone. The language of health care coverage

high-quality, cost-effective health

is enough to make your head spin: PPOs, HMOs,

care services.”

POS, PBM. Sophisticated insurance companies
want our business, but can be intimidating. At the

Our Money at Stake

same time, the cost to provide coverage is
astronomical and the laws and regulations that

The Trust oversees our money, which in this

govern health care are constantly changing,

economy is critical. The Health Insurance Trust is

affecting the plans that we offer.

a unique group insurance arrangement where
participating Districts purchase their own benefits,

This is what we faced three years ago. In

yet enjoy a cost savings through a pooling

response to these concerns, we reenergized the

formula developed by the insurance company

RCG Health Insurance Trust in 2007 by: hiring

with the help of an independent consultant

a new advisor and a new program manager,

selected by the Trust. This arrangement allows a

improving customer service, rewriting the Trust

much higher percentage of the premiums to go

Agreement, drafting a mission statement and

to health care costs than would otherwise occur

setting goals. This report card will let you know

if districts purchased health care on their own

what we have accomplished.

and also provides greater rate stability and less
year-to-year fluctuation caused by renewal

What is the Trust?

increases. The result: a more efficient insured

The Trust exists solely to monitor and provide

arrangement.

employees, retirees and their families high quality,
affordable health benefits. A Board of Trustees,

By leveraging purchasing arrangements, small

comprised of seven elected members from

Districts become powerful buyers better able to

participating school Districts and Questar III, work

negotiate pricing and service terms from insurance

together to carry out the mission of the Trust.

providers, as shown in the examples on page 2.
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BSNENY from 2005 through 2008 at increases of
about 5%--much lower than average national
health care trend of 11%. The 5% increases

EXAMPLES OF COST SAVINGS
THROUGH PARTICIPATION IN
THE RCG TRUST

are also due in part to a new mechanism the
Trust implemented for paying dividends, which
is described on page 3.

Based on the size of the RCG Health
Insurance Trust population, the

RCG Trust’s BSNENY Hospital/Medical Historical Renewal
Increases for 2005–2008 as Compared to Market Trends
Based on Segal’s Annual Projected Trend Survey

administration fees and risk charges by
Blue Shield of Northeastern New York
(BSNENY) are much lower than they would

16%

be if the Districts were to purchase

14%

a traditional fully-insured contract on their

12%

own. As an example, the average annual

10%

savings realized by Districts in the Trust

8%

fall into the following ranges:

6%

•

4%

Smaller Districts with fewer than 250

PPO trend
POS trend
RCG Trust

2%

employees/retirees = $86,000

0%

•

2003

Medium-sized Districts of between 250

2005

2006

2007

2008

Renewal Year

and 500 employees/retirees = $108,000

•

2004

Larger Districts of between 500 and

What We’re Working on Now

1,000 employees/retirees = $162,000

Another example of the Trust's proactive efforts
to keep health care costs under control is the
significant Total Health Management study we

How is the Trust assuring that we’re
spending member Districts’ money wisely?

study uses sophisticated data analysis to identify

The Trust meets monthly to set goals and work to

sources of health risk and treatment gaps among

their accomplishment. The Trust works with

our members. (All data collected is confidential--

professionals who handle the day-to-day

data is reviewed in aggregate and not identifiable

operations of the Fund to improve customer

by member.) The study is the first step toward

service and keep our administration on track.

developing a coordinated wellness program to

recently completed. A Total Health Management

encourage members to use the Plan's preventive
The Trust has also established relationships with

care, wellness resources and tools to manage

health benefits experts to work with long-range

chronic health conditions. We have reviewed

planning. They analyze our needs and financials

the study's results with BSNENY and our

against current trends and develop strategies

consultants and are working to make plan and

designed to get us the best return for our efforts,

administrative changes that will allow Trust

and the best pricing possible.

participants to better access Fund benefits by

As illustrated in the graph at right, the Trust has

adding resources that will provide information

been able to negotiate contract renewals with

and support to participants with unmet needs.
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July 1, 2007 to June 30, 2008. These dividends
are to be distributed to Districts based on their
contribution to the surpluses and then applied
to Districts’ premium statements over a threeyear period.

Here’s Our Three-Year Report Card
(for 2007, 2008 & 2009)
Benefits Administration
Conduct Dependent Eligibility Audits, which
assures that only eligible dependents are
covered under the Districts’ plans. About 2.7%
of enrolled dependents have been found to be
ineligible. Going forward, eligibility for all
newly-added dependents will be verified at the
time of enrollment.

Provide Districts with an annual budget report
detailing three years of historical health care
costs and three years of projected health care
costs to assist with annual budget process.

Pharmacy Program
Perform benchmark study of pharmacy benefits
and analyze pricing terms through the prior
broker in 2007. At that time, contracts were
written between each District and the broker
with another contract between the broker and
Express Scripts—maximizing the broker’s profit,
not our savings.

Improve customer service for members by
implementing a dedicated, toll-free telephone
line just for members, which logs all calls,
tracks types of calls and has a process for
assuring all calls are closed promptly.
Implement performance guarantees for our
benefits administrator, which puts a portion of
administrator fees at risk based on performance
results in nine categories.

Negotiate better pricing terms and better
rebates in 2008 while consolidating the
separate contracts into one single contract
between the Trust and Express Scripts.

New Trust Agreement

Negotiate contract renewal for July 1, 2009
with better pricing terms and higher rebates.

Convert “Community-rated” HMO plans to
“Experience-rated” EPO Plans, which has
generated initial annual savings of more than
$1.3 million with no change in benefits for
members. It also gives the Districts greater
control over plan design.

Receive funds due to Districts totaling $512,000
for Express Scripts pharmacy rebates from the
period January 1, 2008 through June 30, 2008.
Establish a process for projecting needed
reserve levels for the Express Scripts program
annually during the rate-setting process, with
the Trust returning any excess reserves and/or
rebates to the Districts on a regular basis.

Bring other core medical/prescription drug
benefits offered by the Districts—the
HMO/EPO and Express Scripts prescription
drug—under the administration of the Trust
and away from third-party control.

Streamline retiree drug subsidy administration
(Medicare Part D) by combining all Districts
under one “master application,” lowering costs
and expediting part D reimbursements, saving
each District $1,000 to $2,000 per year,
beginning in 2009.

Medical Program
Negotiate contract renewals with BSNENY of
6.1%, 3.0% and 11.5% over the past three years
(on 7/1/07, 7/1/08 and 7/1/09) while national
trends during the same period averaged 11%.

Flexible Spending Accounts

Create a formula to distribute the renewal
increase fairly among Districts based on their
experience using a five-tiered approach.

Implement a point-of sale debit card feature
(enhancement for participants) in all but one
of the 17 Districts using Benetech for FSA
administration.

Negotiate dividends from BSNENY totaling
$3.3 million for the period July 1, 2006 to
June 30, 2007 and $3.7 million for the period
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By the Numbers

We Think We Should Get High Marks…
Don’t You?

The RCG Health Insurance Trust manages funds
to provide benefits to:

The Benefits of Having A Trust…
For Districts:

23 Districts

Low administrative fees

Over 10,000 employees and retirees

More efficient cost-sharing arrangement
resulting in less volatility and lower trend

Over 18,400 members (including dependents)

Economy of scale—lower per capita
administrative and risk charges

MEET THE BOARD

The Board of Trustees are elected by the
23 member Districts to oversee the Trust
in addition to their regular duties. They
meet monthly to approve the direction of
the Trust.

Consistent process for collecting money
Proactive management of the benefits program
Access to best practices and local database
of program design, cost-sharing and
management practices

The RCG Health Insurance
Trustees are:

For Members:

Tammy Sutherland, Chairperson
Leslie Copleston, Vice Chairperson
Harry Hadjioannou, Treasurer
James Dexter
Bill Lyons
Christine Hamill
Kate Farrell

High-quality, affordable health care
Dedicated professionals assuring the best
benefits are offered
Improved customer service
Stability—health care plans don’t have to
change frequently when they are managed
diligently

Advisory Members to the Trust are:

Mark Notarnicola / NYSUT Representative
John Wilary / NYSUT Representative

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
The RCG Health Insurance Trust

In Summary

oversees the workings of the following

We’ll continue our efforts to streamline

benefits to make sure they are high-

administration, improve processes and reduce

quality and cost-effective:

costs. Our goals include helping the Districts with
Collective Bargaining and creating a uniform

• Medical

benefits plan design that will enhance the Trust's

• Prescription Drugs

competitive position in the health insurance

• Employee Assistance Program

marketplace. In addition, we'll be working on
implementing Total Health Management, as
explained on page 2.
Let us know if you have any questions or
suggestions. You can reach us by email at
RCGHealthTrust@questar.org.
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